
AN ARGUMENT AGAINST AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS CENSORSHIP OF

THE INTERNET

Internet censorship in the United States is the suppression of information published or viewed on the Internet in the
United States. The U.S. possesses protection of freedom of speech and expression against federal, state, and local
government censorship, a right protected by Public dialogue, legislative debate , and judicial review have produced.

The subjects of the state live enclosed in a fictitious reality, or at least a partial one. Military institutions also
employ filtering for their own personnel for various security reasons. Attorney General Alberto Gonzales asks
Internet providers to retain records so as to aid investigations of criminals who abuse children and distribute
images of the abuse through the Internet. Different countries will have different regulatory regimes, some
better, some worse, and private companies will have varying ethical standards. Another major source of
internet censorship was legalized under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of , which made legal actions
against copyright infringement online easier. Therefore, government should not encourage Internet censorship.
Article Details. There was little the MPAA could do about it. In fact, two citizens have so far been convicted
of online speech offences and handed down multi-year sentences. Censored information would be redirected
to email, blogs and other online sources, he said. The Outlaw was denied a certificate of approval and kept out
of theaters for years because the film's advertising focused particular attention on Jane Russell 's breasts. He
called this list "the formula" but it was popularly known as the "don'ts and be carefuls" list. Web browsers
with activated filters can use the system to selectively block access to coded sites containing specific key
words. These systems are far from being perfect and sane, and, according to human nature, homogeneity is
never perfectly attained. Civil Society Organisations CSOs have been particularly targeted by this rise in
digital authoritarianism, as these groups typically rely on telecommunication tools to advocate for minority
groups and encourage political change. But some limits must exist, and they must be enforced. The Trump
regime may be moving in that direction, as is shown by its recent attempt to get the IP addresses of every
visitor to a site organising demonstrations against him. Besides K schools and libraries receiving federal aid,
other entities within the United States also employ their own filtering. The Internet has become one of the
most valuable technological tools in our society. Even cartoon sex symbol Betty Boop had to change from
being a flapper , and began to wear an old-fashioned housewife skirt. In her speech in February, the US
secretary of state called the internet "the public space of the 21st century" and hailed the way it had been used
to support uprisings in Egypt and protests in Iran. This Act is criticized for providing the entertainment
industry extraordinary latitude to undermine traditional limits to copyright such as fair use and the first sale
doctrine. Any service provider who willingly took steps to block access to sites on this second list would
immune from prosecution under the bill. Why do some countries censor the internet? We will probably
encounter several arguments for its limitation, but without a doubt it should be an ultima ratio, i. For more
than thirty years following, virtually all motion pictures produced in the United States and released by major
studios adhered to the code. Earlier this year senator Dick Lugar, a Republican on the Senate foreign relations
committee, called for another government body to be put in charge of the funds. Closer to home Other
countries, including those who regard themselves as bastions of democracy, like the United Kingdom and the
US, do censor the internet. Normally, it is like a glass enclosure, where a community sees itself reflected, sees
its surroundings, but they cannot see through. All Burmese Internet traffic passes through government servers,
which strictly limit which Web sites can be accessed the total estimate is around 10, In South Africa, there
exists a proposed amendment to the Films and Publications Act, aiming to regulate the access to contents by
the population. Film distributor Joseph Burstyn released the film in the U. On the other hand, there are no laws
that would force ISPs to work as censors of the contents accessed by their customers.


